Use your knowledge of woodlands to fill in the blanks.

My roots keep me close to home. What am I? _______

Human ________ is a leading cause of forest loss.

Cavities in dead trees provide great ________ for wildlife.

_______ and _______ are two ways trees reproduce.

Forests cover approximately ______ million acres across PA.

Leave the forest ________ than you found it.

FIND THE ITEMS BELOW AND FOLLOW THE PROMPTS

Take a picture of something in the forest that made you smile.

Take pictures when you see evidence of human and animal presence.

TAG US IN YOUR ADVENTURE! #WALKINPENNSWOODS

TOUCH, SOMETHING...

□ HARD
□ SOFT
□ FUZZY

LISTEN.

□ STREAM-FLOW/WATERFALL
□ LEAVES UNDER YOUR FEET
□ WIND IN THE TREES

WATCH ANIMALS...

□ NEST
□ EAT
□ PLAY

SMELL, SOMETHING...

□ PINE TREE
□ FRESH AIR
□ WET EARTH/SOIL